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Abstract
A class of marginal deformations of four-dimensional N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory has been
found to correspond to a set of smooth, multiparameter deformations of the S5 target subspace in
the holographic dual on AdS5 × S5. We present here an analogous set of deformations that act on
global toroidal isometries in the AdS5 subspace. Remarkably, certain sectors of the string theory
remain classically integrable in this larger class of so-called γ-deformed AdS5 × S5 backgrounds.
Relying on studies of deformed su(2)γ models, we formulate a local sl(2)γ Lax representation that
admits a classical, thermodynamic Bethe equation (based on the Riemann-Hilbert interpretation of
Bethe’s ansatz) encoding the spectrum in the deformed AdS5 geometry. This result is extended to
a set of discretized, asymptotic Bethe equations for the twisted string theory. Near-pp-wave energy
spectra within sl(2)γ and su(2)γ sectors provide a useful and stringent test of such equations,
demonstrating the reliability of this technology in a wider class of string backgrounds. In addition,
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In [1], Lunin and Maldacena used an SL(3, R) deformation of AdS5 × S5 to find a super-
gravity solution dual to a class of marginal deformations (known as Leigh-Strassler [2] or
β-deformations) of N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory. This provided an interesting
opportunity to study the AdS/CFT correspondence [3–5] in new gravity backgrounds with
less supersymmetry. In the case of real deformations, one obtains the gravity dual of a one-
parameter family of N = 1 conformal gauge theories, and this particular example has been
the focus of many recent investigations: pp-wave limits were studied in [6, 7], for example,
and other interesting string systems were examined in [8–14].
The notion of the Lunin-Maldacena deformation was generalized by Frolov [15] by consid-
ering a sequence of T-dualities and coordinate shifts, or TsT deformations, acting on global
toroidal isometries in S5. By parameterizing each TsT deformation with separate γ˜i (i ∈
1, 2, 3), one generically obtains a non-supersymmetric theory, dual to a non-supersymmetric
deformation of N = 4 SYM.1 (Adhering to conventions in the literature, we will use the
symbols γ˜i to indicate deformation parameters that naturally appear in the background
geometry.) This construction can be extended to include complex deformations by includ-
ing SL(2, R) transformations. By studying string theory on AdS5 backgrounds with TsT-
deformed S5 factors, Frolov was also able to demonstrate that bosonic string solutions in
these backgrounds can be generated by imposing twisted boundary conditions on known
solutions in the undeformed AdS5 × S5 geometry. The full action for Green-Schwarz strings
in TsT-deformed backgrounds was subsequently constructed in [16], where it was shown that
superstring solutions in such backgrounds are again mapped (in a one-to-one fashion) from
solutions in the parent geometry, deformed by twisted boundary conditions.
Another interesting property of TsT transformations in S5 is that the integrability of
classical string theory on AdS5×S5 [17,18] seems to be preserved under these deformations.
In [9], Frolov, Roiban and Tseytlin were able to derive classical Bethe equations encoding the
spectral problem in (classically) closed sectors on the deformed S5 subspace. Similar to the
undeformed case [19–24], Frolov [15] was subsequently able to derive a Lax representation
for the bosonic sector of the deformed-S5 theory: the essential observation was that one can
gauge away the non-derivative dependence of the Lax representation on the U(1) isometry
fields involved in the deformation.
1Of course, the γ˜i can be chosen to reproduce the Lunin-Maldacena solution as a special case.
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In addition to deriving twisted Bethe equations, Frolov, Roiban and Tseytlin demon-
strated in [9] that more general fast-string limits in these deformed backgrounds can be de-
scribed by a Landau-Lifshitz action corresponding to a continuum limit of anisotropic spin
chains associated with the scalar sector of the deformed N = 1 dual gauge theory2 [25, 26].
Various aspects of these twisted spins chains have been studied in [11, 27–29], for example.
In this vein, Beisert and Roiban provided a detailed study of related spin-chain systems with
a variety of twists in [30] that will be particularly useful in the present context.
In this paper we add to previous studies of semiclassical strings in γ-deformed back-
grounds. We focus largely on deformations of the AdS5 subspace analogous to Frolov’s
multiparameter TsT deformations. We find a one-parameter family of such deformations
that can be understood as a usual TsT deformation acting on a global U(1)×U(1) isometry
in AdS5, while a wider class of deformations can be seen as arising from TsT transformations
that involve T-duality along timelike directions. As with the S5 deformations, however, we
can again interpret such transformations as formally giving rise to twisted boundary condi-
tions from the perspective of the undeformed theory, and integrability in the classical string
theory is again preserved. In these new geometries we find a number of peculiar features, and
we expect the dual gauge theory to be modified dramatically (perhaps to a non-commutative
gauge theory, along the lines of [31, 32]).
In section two we establish notation, review TsT deformations on the S5 subspace and
parameterize the geometry in a way that is convenient for studying a pp-wave limit of the
deformed background. In section three we present analogous deformations of the AdS5 sub-
space and study properties of the resulting geometry. We study a suitable Lax representation
for string theory on this background in section four, and compute the Riemann-Hilbert for-
mulation of the classical Bethe equations within deformed sl(2)γ sectors of the theory. Energy
spectra in the near-pp-wave limit of γ-deformed su(2)γ and sl(2)γ sectors are computed in
section five. In section six we study γ-deformed, discrete extrapolations of the thermody-
namic string Bethe equations, and comment on the ability of these equations to reproduce
the near-pp-wave energy spectra of BMN strings in these backgrounds. In section seven we
study a twisted Hubbard model, analogous to [33], that is conjectured to yield the deformed
su(2)γ sector of the dual gauge theory. In the case of the corresponding deformed sl(2)γ
2Notions of integrability on the gauge theory side of the correspondence are understood here to be
restricted to the planar limit.
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sector, we have little to say regarding predictions from the gauge theory side of the corre-
spondence. In the final section, however, we comment on various relevant Bethe equations
proposed in [30].
2 Geometry and TsT deformations
TsT transformations correspond to a sequence of worldsheet duality transformations, and one
expects deformed backgrounds obtained in this manner to be exact solutions of the equations
of motion. By including S-duality one can extend this class of transformations (parameterized
by real γ˜i) to include complex deformation parameters. (Backgrounds obtained in this
fashion, however, are expected to be modified by α′/R2 corrections [9].) For the case of
real γ˜i, the deformed spacetime metric and relevant background fields are given by (mostly
following the notation of [34]),
ds2string/R




















φ = eφ0G1/2 , χ = 0 ,
w2 ≡ γ˜3 ρ21ρ22 dφ1 ∧ dφ2 + γ˜1 ρ22ρ23 dφ2 ∧ dφ3 + γ˜2 ρ23ρ21 dφ3 ∧ dφ1 ,
G−1 ≡ 1 + γ˜23 ρ21ρ22 + γ˜21 ρ22ρ23 + γ˜22 ρ21ρ23 , (2.1)
where we have set α′ = 1 for convenience. The component ds2AdS5 represents the undeformed
metric on the AdS5 subspace, while the S
5 subspace has undergone three consecutive TsT
deformations parameterized by the γ˜i. To be certain, the γ˜i appearing in the metric pa-
rameterize the coordinate-shift part of individual TsT deformations (φ1 → φ1 + γ˜i φ2, for
example). B2 is the NS-NS two-form field strength (we have omitted the two- and five-form
field strengths C2 and F5). The usual angle variables on the sphere can be encoded in the
convenient parameterization





i = 1. The string coupling gs is related to the gauge theory coupling gYM
via the standard relation, gs = e
φ0 = g2YM/4π, and the radial scale of both the AdS5 and S
5
spaces is given by R4 = 4πgsNc = g
2
YMNc ≡ λ, where Nc is the rank of the Yang-Mills gauge
group. We will restrict our attention to the full planar limit Nc →∞.
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1− ρ22 − ρ23 , φ1 = x+ +
x−
R2
, t = x+ . (2.3)
This choice of lightcone coordinates implies that, as R becomes large, we approach a semi-
classical limit described by point-like (or “BMN” [35]) strings boosted to lightlike momentum
J along a geodesic on the deformed S5. The angular momentum J in the φ1 direction is
related to the scale radius R according to
p−R
2 = J , (2.4)
and the lightcone momenta take the form
− p+ = ∆− J , −p− = i∂x− = i
R2
∂φ = − J
R2
. (2.5)








(1− x2/4R2)2 . (2.6)
This version of the spacetime metric is also useful when working with fermions (see [36, 37]
for details), though we will restrict ourselves to the bosonic sector of the string theory in the




2 span an SO(4)× SO(2)× SO(2) transverse
space, with zk lying in AdS5 (k ∈ 1, . . . , 4), and yk′1 , yk′2 parameterizing the deformed S5
subspace (k′ ∈ 1, 2). In the pp-wave limit, p− is held fixed while J and R become infinite,
and the planar limit is taken such that the quantity Nc/J
2 is held fixed. The lightcone








where λ′ is known as the modified ’t Hooft coupling, and J is equated on the gauge theory
side with a scalar component of the SU(4) R-charge.
For reasons described in [36,37], the lightcone coordinates in eqn. (2.3) admit many sim-
plifications, the most important of which is the elimination of normal-ordering contributions
to the lightcone Hamiltonian. (More recently, however, a “uniform” lightcone gauge choice
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has proved to be useful in certain contexts [38].) It is convenient to introduce the following
complex coordinates
y = y1 cosφ2 + iy1 sin φ1 , y¯ = y1 cosφ2 − iy1 sinφ1 ,
z = y2 cosφ2 + iy2 sin φ1 , z¯ = y2 cosφ2 − iy2 sinφ1 . (2.8)
Arranging the large-R expansion of the spacetime metric according to



















x4 + 2(|z|2 + |y|2)(|z|2γ˜22 + |y|2γ˜23) + (|y|2γ˜23 + |z|2γ˜22)2
]
+γ˜1dx
+(γ˜2|z|2ℑ(y¯dy) + γ˜3|y|2ℑ(z¯dz))− γ˜23ℑ(y¯dy)2 − γ˜23ℑ(z¯dz)2
+γ˜2γ˜3ℑ(y¯dy)ℑ(z¯dz) . (2.10)
At leading order one obtains a pp-wave metric, with obvious contributions from the deformed
and undeformed subspaces. At both leading and sub-leading order near the pp-wave limit,
we find that the geometry is deformed only by the parameters γ˜2 and γ˜3 (this is just a con-
sequence of the particular semiclassical limit we have chosen). The corresponding expansion
of the NS-NS two-form B2 appears as
B2 = γ˜3dx




[−γ˜3(γ˜23 |y|2 + γ˜22 |z|2)dx+ ∧ ℑ(y¯dy) + γ˜2(γ˜23 |y|2 + γ˜22 |z|2)dx+ ∧ ℑ(z¯dz)
+γ˜3dx
−ℑ(y¯dy)− γ˜2dx− ∧ ℑ(z¯dz) + γ˜1ℑ(y¯dy) ∧ ℑ(z¯dz)
]
. (2.11)
We truncate to su(2)γ sectors of the geometry by projecting onto a single complex coor-
dinate, which isolates a one-parameter TsT deformation:
ds2
su(2)γ = 2dx










The parameter γ˜ here can stand for either γ˜2 or γ˜3, corresponding to two possible choices of








−(1 + γ˜2)|y|2dx+ ∧ ℑ(y¯dy)
)
+O(1/R4) . (2.13)
Given this parameterization we can easily calculate the string lightcone Hamiltonian and
solve for its (semiclassical) spectrum. Prior to attacking this problem, we will formulate an
analogous deformation on the AdS5 subspace.
3 Deformations of AdS5
To study TsT deformations on AdS5, we find it convenient to parameterize the geometry
in a nearly identical fashion to the S5 case above, such that the spacetime metric in each
individual subspace is mapped into the other under an obvious Wick rotation. It is useful
in this regard to start with an SO(4, 2) invariant, expressed in terms of R6 embedding
coordinates,
−X20 +X21 +X22 +X23 +X24 −X25 = −1 , (3.1)
which we write as
X0 = η1 sin ϕˆ1 , X1 = η2 cos ϕˆ2 ,
X2 = η2 sin ϕˆ2 , X3 = η3 cos ϕˆ3 ,
X4 = η3 sin ϕˆ3 , X5 = η1 cos ϕˆ1 . (3.2)
The hatted notation ϕˆi is employed to denote untwisted U(1) angular coordinates. This
formulation is connected with the usual angular variables on AdS5 under the assignment
η1 = coshα , η2 = sinhα sin θ , η3 = sinhα cos θ , (3.3)
which preserves the SO(2, 1) invariant
− η21 + η22 + η23 = −1 . (3.4)
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One thereby obtains the more familiar spacetime metric:
ds2AdS5/R








= dα2 − coshα2dϕˆ21 + sinhα2
(




This metric exhibits a manifest U(1) × U(1) × U(1) global symmetry: the deformations of
interest thus act on the corresponding angular coordinates ϕˆi (i ∈ 1, 2, 3). At this stage
one may be concerned that invoking T-duality on compact timelike directions will lead to
complications. While this concern will be addressed below, we aim to simplify the discussion
by focusing on a single TsT deformation for which this issue can be avoided under certain
assumptions. Following any manipulations, of course, one must pass to the universal covering
space in which the global time coordinate in the resulting geometry is understood to be
noncompact.
3.1 Single-parameter TsT deformation
It turns out that TsT transformations on the angular pair (ϕˆ2, ϕˆ3) result in a deformation
that is trivial upon reduction to deformed sl(2)γ subsectors of the theory. The global U(1)×
U(1) isometry of interest is thus chosen to be parameterized by the angular coordinates ϕˆ1
and ϕˆ2. The ϕˆ2 direction is spacelike, so we invoke a TsT transformation that acts as a
T-duality along the ϕˆ2 direction, a shift in the ϕˆ1 direction ϕˆ1 → ϕˆ1 + γ˜ϕˆ2, followed by a
second T-duality in the new ϕ2 direction (where ϕ2 now stands for a “transformed” angular




+ gijdηidηj + g
ij Gη2i dϕ
2
j − γ˜2Gη21η22η23 dϕ21 , (3.6)
where g = diag(−1, 1, 1), and the deformation factor G is given by
G−1 ≡ 1− γ˜2η21η22 . (3.7)
The NS-NS two-form appears as
B2/R
2 = γ˜ G η21η
2
2 dϕ1 ∧ dϕ2 . (3.8)
An obvious concern is that one has generated spacetime directions in this background that
exhibit mixed signature. In fact, immediately following the shift in the φˆ1 direction, the
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dualized φ2 direction becomes mixed. From the worldsheet perspective, the string action
should only be sensitive to the local region of the target space in which the string propagates,
so we may choose to study the theory in the region where φ2 is strictly spacelike. In any
case, we find it efficient (for the moment) to proceed pragmatically by studying the theory in
regions of the geometry where the signature is unambiguous. It will be shown below that this
naive approach yields a lightcone Hamiltonian that appears to be sensible for our purposes.















ij Gη2i ∂αϕj∂βϕj − γ˜2Gη21η22η23 ∂αϕ1∂βϕ1
)
−2ǫαβ (γ˜ G η21η22 ∂αϕ1∂βϕ2 + Λ(gijηiηj + 1))] , (3.9)
where Λ acts as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing eqn. (3.4) on shell. The indices α and
β run over the τ (α, β = 0) and σ (α, β = 1) directions on the worldsheet, and γαβ is
the worldsheet metric. With the intent of studying semiclassical limits of this action, it is









1 + η22 + η
2




, t = x+ , (3.10)








(1− s2/4R2)2 . (3.11)
By analogy with eqn. (2.8), we introduce the following complex coordinates
v = u1 cosϕ2 + iu1 sinϕ1 , v¯ = u1 cosϕ2 + iu1 sinϕ1 ,
w = u2 cosϕ2 + iu2 sinϕ1 , w¯ = u2 cosϕ2 + iu2 sinϕ1 , (3.12)
so that truncation to deformed sl(2)γ sectors involves projecting onto the coordinate pairs








(vdv¯ + v¯dv)2 − (dx−)2








γ˜dx+ ∧ (vdv¯ − v¯dv) + i
2R2
|v|2γ˜(1 + γ˜2)dx+ ∧ (v¯dv − vdv¯) +O(1/R4) .
(3.13)
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As with the corresponding deformations on S5, the TsT deformation considered here
amounts to a set of twisted boundary conditions on the undeformed U(1) coordinates. As
in [15], one finds that the conserved U(1) currents Jαi in the undeformed theory are identical
to those in the deformed theory. Labeling canonical momenta as pi = J
0
i , the associated










1 − γ p2 ,
ϕˆ′2 = ϕ
′




where ϕ′ denotes a worldsheet σ derivative acting on ϕ, and, for convenience (and to remain




In the case of S5 deformations, this quantity is to be identified with β, which is the defor-
mation parameter in the corresponding β-deformed gauge theory.
These equations imply the following twisted boundary conditions on the undeformed
U(1) coordinates:
ϕˆ1(2π)− ϕˆ1(0) = 2π(m1 − γ J2) ,
ϕˆ2(2π)− ϕˆ2(0) = 2π(m2 + γ J1) ,
ϕˆ3(2π)− ϕˆ3(0) = 2πm3 , (3.17)
where mi here denotes integer winding numbers defined by
2πmi = ϕi(2π)− ϕi(0) . (3.18)
In other words, the TsT deformation in eqn. (3.6) amounts to imposing the above boundary




It was suggested in [30] that the above deformation of AdS5 might correspond to a non-
commutative deformation of the dual Yang-Mills theory. To explore this possibility, it is
useful to consider TsT deformations in Euclidean AdS5. Starting from a Wick rotation of
eqn. (3.1)
−X20 +X25 +X21 +X22 +X23 +X24 = −1 , (3.19)
with the parameterization
X0 = η1 cosh ϕˆ1 , X5 = η1 sinh ϕˆ1 ,
X1 = η2 cos ϕˆ2 , X2 = η2 sin ϕˆ2 ,
X3 = η3 cos ϕˆ3 , X4 = η3 sin ϕˆ3 , (3.20)
one obtains the following undeformed Euclideanized spacetime metric:
ds2
R2







i ) . (3.21)
A TsT transformation in the (ϕˆ1, ϕˆ2) coordinates yields







i )−G η21η22η23 γ˜2dϕ23 , (3.22)
with G−1 = 1 + γ˜2η21η
2




2. Moving to the Poincare´ coordinates
η1 =
√










, ϕ1 = ln
√
y2 + z21 + z
2
2 , (3.23)


















































Let us now consider various limits of this geometry. As y → ∞, G tends to unity, and
one recovers the original undeformed geometry. This corresponds to an infrared limit in the
dual theory and, as one would expect, the physics should become insensitive in this limit to








, (y → 0) , (3.26)



















This corresponds to a UV limit, where we expect the dual theory to acquire modifications
depending on the non-commutativity parameter.
It is worthwhile to note that the curvature invariants possess a certain scaling symmetry.
In the y → 0 limit, the metric in eqn. (3.27) is symmetric under y → λy, (z1, z2)→ (λz1, λz2).
The curvature invariants therefore do not depend on y as y → 0, and thus remain bounded
in this limit.
While this geometry exhibits many of the properties known to persist in gravity duals
of non-commutative Yang-Mills theories, there are some unexpected features as well. If we
consider the subspace defined by z1 = 0, we see that the γ˜ dependence drops out of the metric
entirely. Furthermore, if we look at the scale where the deformation is noticeable, we find that
y ∼ 1/γ˜z1. The theory therefore appears to have a position-dependent non-commutativity
scale. Non-commutative gauge theories with a non-constant parameter have been studied in
the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence [39–41], where they arise from non-vanishing
NS-NS H flux and give rise to a non-associative star product [42]. To be certain, it is useful
to point out that we have allowed deformations to act on isometries corresponding to the
Cartan generators of the four-dimensional conformal group. This should be contrasted with
the studies in [31,32], where deformations were chosen to act on isometries on the boundary
in a Poincare´ patch [30]. Although our focus here is primarily restricted to the stringy
aspects of the correspondence, these considerations clearly present a number of interesting
issues on the field theory side that remain to be explored.
3.3 A note on finite temperature
From the point of view of the deformed Euclidean AdS5 metric in eqn. (3.24), it is not
obvious what the finite-temperature extension should be. To study this question, we instead
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start from TsT deformations of the standard finite-temperature gravity solution.
The non-extremal Euclideanized D3 brane background with temperature T is given by
ds2/R2 = u2
(









+ dΩ25 , (3.28)
where h(u) ≡ 1− u40/u4, u0 = πT and dΩ25 is the metric on S5. (Here tˆ is understood to be










we can perform a TsT transformation on the global U(1)×U(1) isometry parameterized by



















This metric, though obviously different from (3.27), is somewhat similar to the zero-
temperature case. One salient feature is that the deformation vanishes at the horizon, since
G = 1 when h(u = u0) = 0. This fact ensures that thermodynamic properties are not spoiled.




where χ = ∂
∂t
, is also unaffected by the deformation. By the first law, the energy is also
unchanged, though this could be checked directly by calculating the mass in this deformed
background. The total number of degrees of freedom is therefore preserved under the defor-
mation. We expect that the same holds for the other deformations of interest: in the case
of the TsT-deformed S5 background, this statement corresponds to the total volume being
unchanged by the deformation.
4 Classical integrability
To demonstrate that string theory on our γ-deformed AdS5 background remains integrable
at the classical level, we formulate the theory in terms of a Lax representation. As argued
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by Frolov in [15], the crucial issue lies in finding a local Lax pair invariant under the U(1)
isometry transformations that are generated as part of the TsT deformation. Such a repre-
sentation was found for the γ-deformed S5 system in [15], and, in describing the analogous
computation on the deformed AdS5 geometry, we will closely follow the treatment therein.
A useful parameterization of the bosonic coset space (SO(4, 2) × SO(6))/(SO(5, 1) ×




0 Z1 −Z3 Z¯2
−Z1 0 Z2 Z¯3
Z3 −Z2 0 −Z¯1
−Z¯2 −Z¯3 Z¯1 0

 , Zi ≡ ηie
iϕˆi . (4.1)
With the condition in eqn. (3.4), this matrix is constructed to satisfy
g† s g = s , s ≡ diag(−1,−1, 1, 1) . (4.2)
In other words, g is an SU(2, 2) embedding of an element of the coset SO(4, 2)/SO(5, 1).









The Lax formulation of an integrable system encodes the (typically nonlinear) equations
of motion in an auxiliary linear problem, which, in turn, is defined as a flatness condition on
conserved currents. The Lax operator Dα for the sigma model can be written (as a function
of a spectral parameter x) as






≡ ∂α −Aα(x) , (4.4)
where j+α and j
−
α are self-dual and anti-self-dual projections of the right current
jα = g
−1∂αg , (4.5)
and Aα(x) is the (right) Lax connection. The equations of motion (∂α(γαβjβ) = 0) are thus
encoded by the condition3
[Dα, Dβ] = 0 . (4.6)
3To be sure, the auxiliary linear problem is a system of equations for which eqn. (4.6) stands as a
consistency condition.
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As noted, the goal is to find a Lax representation invariant under the TsT deformation
that leads to the γ-deformed AdS5 geometry computed in eqn. (3.6). As it stands, the Lax
operator in eqn. (4.4) exhibits an explicit dependence on the U(1) coordinates ϕˆi. Following
[15], it is straightforward to demonstrate this dependence by noting the factorization
g(ηi, ϕˆi) = M(ϕˆi)g˜(ηi)M(ϕˆi) , M(ϕˆi) = e
Φ(ϕˆi) , (4.7)






ϕˆ1 − ϕˆ2 + ϕˆ3 0 0 0
0 ϕˆ1 + ϕˆ2 − ϕˆ3 0 0
0 0 −ϕˆ1 + ϕˆ2 + ϕˆ3 0
0 0 0 −ϕˆ1 − ϕˆ2 − ϕˆ3

 , (4.8)




0 η1 −η3 η2
−η1 0 η2 η3
η3 −η2 0 −η1
−η2 −η3 η1 0

 . (4.9)
At this point it is easy to see that the non-derivative dependence of the Lax current jα
on the U(1) coordinates ϕˆi can be gauged away:
˜α(ηi, ∂ϕˆi) = Mjα(ηi, ϕˆi)M
−1 . (4.10)
This yields the following explicit form:
˜α = g˜
−1∂αg˜ + g˜
−1∂αΦg˜ + ∂αΦ . (4.11)
Under this gauge transformation we obtain a suitable Lax operator, local under the γ defor-
mation described above.4
4For further details, the reader is referred to [9, 15].
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4.1 sl(2)γ Lax representation
One remarkable property of the TsT transformations on the S5 subspace is that both the
gauge and string theories neatly exhibit γ-deformed analogues of the classically closed su(2)
subsector. This is auspicious, as the myriad techniques associated with the closure of this
sector that have proved useful in the undeformed case come to bear in the deformed theory.
Here we are interested in the analogous truncation from the full sigma model on AdS5 to
a closed sl(2) sector (which amounts to a geometrical reduction to AdS3 × S1). It turns
out that the γ-deformed AdS5 theory indeed admits the same consistent truncation to a
deformed sl(2)γ subsector.




 cos ϕˆ1 cosh ρ+ cos ϕˆ2 sinh ρ sin ϕˆ1 cosh ρ− sin ϕˆ2 sinh ρ
− sin ϕˆ1 cosh ρ− sin ϕˆ2 sinh ρ cos ϕˆ1 cosh ρ− cos ϕˆ2 sinh ρ

 . (4.12)
Here again, one is faced with the problem of defining a local Lax current invariant under γ
deformations: the above parameterization clearly exhibits an explicit linear dependence on
the U(1) coordinates ϕˆi. A suitable gauge transformation, analogous to that in eqn. (4.10),








where σi are the usual Pauli matrices. By assigning M = e
i
2
(ϕˆ1−ϕˆ2)σ2 , we obtain the gauge-
transformed right current:




 ∂αρ e−ρ(∂αϕˆ1 cosh ρ− ∂αϕˆ2 sinh ρ)




Invoking the same gauge transformation on the operator Dα yields
Dα →MDαM−1 ≡ ∂α −Rα , (4.15)
from which one obtains a gauge-transformed Lax connection:
Rα = MAαM−1 −M∂αM−1 = A˜α + i
2
(∂αϕˆ1 − ∂αϕˆ2)σ2 . (4.16)
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The auxiliary linear problem defined by the Lax formulation introduces a monodromy




and the usual quasi-momentum p(x) is defined in terms of this monodromy as
TrΩ(x) = 2 cos p(x) . (4.18)
According to the standard argument, the quasi-momentum is conserved (i.e., does not depend
on τ) because the trace of the holonomy of a flat connection does not depend on the contour of
integration. The dependence of p(x) on the spectral parameter x then implies an infinite set
of conserved integrals of motion (which may be obtained, for example, by Taylor expansion
in x).
4.2 Thermodynamic Bethe equations
With a suitable Lax representation in hand, we can encode the spectral problem in a ther-
modynamic Bethe equation by studying the pole structure and asymptotics of the quasi-
momentum p(x) on the complex x plane. Here the Bethe ansatz appears as a Riemann-
Hilbert problem. These techniques were developed for the su(2) sector of the gauge theory
in [19], and later applied to the sl(2) sector in [20]. We will follow these treatments closely,
employing the methods presented in [9] for dealing with the general problem of including γ
deformations. In this respect, it turns out to be advantageous to work with both the gauge-
transformed Lax connection Rα in eqn. (4.16) and the original connection Aα appearing in
in eqn. (4.4).
To fix boundary conditions in the Riemann-Hilbert problem, one must first study the
structure of the quasi-momentum p(x) in the deformed theory. Following the analogous
argument in [9], we note that the Lax connections in both the deformed and undeformed
sigma models can be simultaneously diagonalized by a gauge transformation depending only
on ∂αϕˆi (and hence invariant under the deformation). This implies that the poles developed





x± 1 + · · · x→ ∓1 , (4.19)
where m is the winding number around the decoupled S1 in AdS3 × S1 (classical strings in
the sl(2) subsector propagate on this subspace).
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At x = 0 and x = ∞ the quasi-momentum develops additional constant contributions
due to the deformation. In these cases it is helpful to rely on the asymptotics of the original
Lax connection Aα by invoking an inverse gauge transformation on the monodromy [9]:




This yields the following representation of the quasi-momentum:





x2 − 1 +
x j0
x2 − 1 , (4.22)




 cos γπ(S −∆) − sin γπ(S −∆)
sin γπ(S −∆) cos γπ(S −∆)

 . (4.23)
We have made use here of the twisted boundary conditions in eqn. (3.17) above, where we
identify the U(1) charges J1 and J2 with the energy ∆ and impurity number S of corre-
sponding string energy eigenstates according to
J1 = −∆ , J2 = S . (4.24)
This notation is borrowed from the undeformed sl(2) sector, where ∆ and S are respectively
mapped to the dimension and spin of corresponding sl(2) operators in the gauge theory.





jα · σˆ , lα = ∂αgg−1 = 1
2
lα · σˆ , (4.25)













dσ l00 = ∆− S . (4.26)
The asymptotics of the quasi-momentum at x = 0 and x = ∞ can thus be found by
expanding eqn. (4.21) in the spectral parameter and following the prescription provided
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in [9] for discarding nonlocal contributions.5 We find
p(x) = πγ(∆− S) + 2π∆+ S√
λx
+ · · · , x→∞ ,
p(x) = πγ(∆ + S)− 2π∆− S√
λ
x+ · · · , x→ 0 . (4.27)
A resolvent function analytic on the complex x plane can therefore be defined by subtracting
from the quasi-momentum its poles at x = ±1 and the constant contribution πγ(∆− S) at
x→∞:
G(x) = p(x)− πJ/
√
λ+m





− πγ(∆− S) . (4.28)
(Subtracting the constant piece serves to allow sensible Cauchy integrals over the spectral




(∆ + S − J) + · · · , x→∞
G(x) = 2π(m+ γS) +
2πx√
λ
(S −∆+ J) + · · · , x→ 0 . (4.29)






x− x′ , C = C1 ∪ C2 . . . ∪ Cn , (4.30)
where σ(x) stands as a spectral density function supported on a finite number of cuts Ci in
the complex x plane. Given that (by construction) G(x) is analytic in the spectral parameter,


















(∆− S − J) . (4.31)
Unimodularity of the monodromy Ω(x) implies
p(x+ i0) + p(x− i0) = 2πnk , x ∈ Ck , (4.32)
5Adopting the methodology in [9] appears to generate sensible answers for the sl(2)γ sector, despite the
possible ambiguities noted therein.
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where the mode integer nk labels the set of eigenvalues supported in the k
th contour Ck: this
number corresponds to the mode number of individual impurity excitations on the string

















+ 2πnk − 2πγ(∆− S) , (4.33)
where, as usual, x is understood in this context to take values in Ck. This equation represents
a thermodynamic Bethe ansatz in the classical limit of the deformed string theory in the
sl(2)γ sector. As expected, the γ → 0 limit of this equation reduces to the original Riemann-
Hilbert problem obtained for the undeformed sl(2) sector in [20].
Compared to the corresponding result in the deformed su(2)γ sector, we have obtained a
relatively complicated modification to the undeformed sl(2) thermodynamic Bethe equation.
Using the constraints in eqns. (4.31), we can rewrite eqn. (4.33) in a slightly more illuminating
form:
2π(nk − γJ)− 4πx J/
√
λ










λ (x′2 − 1)









In addition to a global shift in the mode number nk, several γ-dependent deformation terms
now appear under the spectral integral. An obvious question at this point is whether the
established technology for promoting thermodynamic Bethe equations to discrete, (or “quan-
tum”) Bethe equations will be completely reliable for string theory in this wider class of
γ-deformed backgrounds. In the su(2)γ sector, the TsT deformation simply amounts to a
shift by γJ in the mode number nk: the su(2)γ problem is therefore solved trivially by in-
voking a corresponding shift in the known su(2) quantum string Bethe ansatz. While we
have presently obtained the same shift in the sl(2)γ sector of the string theory, we have also
generated additional γ-dependent contributions on the right-hand side of eqn. (4.34), which
mark an interesting nontrivial deformation of the problem. We will return to the crucial
issue of deformed quantum string Bethe ansa¨tze in section 6.
4.3 General deformations
To some extent we have circumvented the problem of T-duality along timelike directions. We
are forced to confront this issue, however, if we wish to consider a wider class of deformations
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achieved by sequential TsT transformations on all of the U(1) angular coordinates ϕˆi in AdS5.
It turns out that, with respect to the goals set forth in the present study, it is efficient to
adopt a pragmatic viewpoint by invoking deformations in a strictly formal manner. If one
prefers, the resulting background may then be studied at face-value, and not necessarily as
a deformation of any particular parent geometry.
Following [15], we obtain a three-parameter deformation of AdS5 using a chain of TsT
transformations on each of the three tori in AdS5 parameterized by the undeformed U(1)
angular coordinates (ϕˆ1, ϕˆ2), (ϕˆ2, ϕˆ3) and (ϕˆ1, ϕˆ3):










w2 ≡ −γ˜3 η21η22 dϕ1 ∧ dϕ2 + γ˜1 η22η23 dϕ2 ∧ dϕ3 − γ˜2 η23η21 dϕ3 ∧ dϕ1 , (4.35)
with
G−1 ≡ 1− γ˜23 η21η22 + γ˜21 η22η23 − γ˜22 η21η23 . (4.36)
Starting from this geometry, one may proceed according to the methodology described
above. As with the su(2)γ sectors described in section 2, we find that each individual sl(2)γ
sector, to O(1/R2) in the large-radius expansion, is deformed by a single element of the set
{γ˜i}. Following section 3, one obtains the following transformation conditions under the full
sequence of TsT deformations, analogous to eqn. (3.15) above:
ϕˆ′1 → ϕ′1 − γ3 p2 − γ2 p3 ,
ϕˆ′2 → ϕ′2 + γ1 p3 + γ3 p1 ,
ϕˆ′3 → ϕ′3 + γ2 p1 − γ1 p2 . (4.37)
(We again introduce the modified deformation parameters γi = γ˜i/
√
λ.) We note that the
sign of γ3 is a consequence of the ϕˆ2, ϕˆ1, ϕˆ2 ordering of the corresponding TsT transfor-
mation; this sign would be reversed if we instead chose the sequence ϕˆ1, ϕˆ2, ϕˆ1 (the other
transformations are ordered as in [15]: ϕˆ2, ϕˆ3, ϕˆ2 and ϕˆ1, ϕˆ3, ϕˆ1). We therefore obtain
the following twisted boundary conditions on the undeformed U(1) coordinates ϕˆi that arise
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under this chain of TsT deformations (again, mi stand for winding numbers):
ϕˆ1(2π)− ϕˆ1(0) = 2π(m1 − γ3 J2 − γ2 J3) ,
ϕˆ2(2π)− ϕˆ2(0) = 2π(m2 + γ1 J3 + γ3 J1) ,
ϕˆ3(2π)− ϕˆ3(0) = 2π(m3 + γ2 J1 − γ1 J2) . (4.38)
With these boundary conditions, it is easy to follow the above procedures to obtain a Lax
representation and thermodynamic Bethe ansatz in this more general deformed geometry.
Since truncation to sl(2)γ subsectors restricts to a single γi deformation, however, questions
pertaining to these sectors can be studied by choosing a single TsT transformation. (In the
coordinate system employed in this paper, the deformation parameterized by γ1 is in fact
trivial upon truncation to an sl(2)γ subsystem.)
5 Twisted string spectra in the near-pp-wave limit
We now turn to the task of gathering data on the spectrum of string states in protected
sectors of the string theory on γ-deformed AdS5 × S5. For arbitrary numbers of worldsheet
excitations, with arbitrary subsets of bound states (marked by subsets of confluent mode
numbers), formulas for the perturbative O(1/J) energy correction away from the pp-wave
limit are typically complicated, and provide a fairly rigorous test of any conjectural Bethe
equations that purport to encode such spectral information [44]. In this section we will
compute these near-pp-wave corrections in the deformed su(2)γ and sl(2)γ sectors described
above.
5.1 su(2)γ sector
Since we are working within bosonic truncations of the full superstring theory on the γ-
deformed geometry, we find it convenient to approach the computation of energy spectra
using a purely Hamiltonian formalism.6 One particular advantage of such a framework is that
components of the worldsheet metric may be employed as Lagrange multipliers enforcing the
Virasoro constraints. As such, we need not compute curvature corrections to the worldsheet
metric that are inevitable in other approaches. Omitting the computational details, we
6See, e.g., [45] for a detailed description of such an approach in the undeformed AdS5 × S5 background.
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For the sake of compactness, we have defined the quantity
















The notation p˜− and p˜y is used to indicate corrections to the usual conjugate momenta p−
and py due to the presence of a nonzero B-field:
p˜− ≡ p− +B−yy′ +B−y¯ y¯′ ,




The vector xA is understood to span the coordinate set (x+, x−, y, y¯), where the complex
fields y and y¯ were defined in eqn. (2.8) above. The restriction to the complex pair (y, y¯)
(as opposed to the (z, z¯) pair from eqn. (2.8)) corresponds to the truncation from the full
theory on the γ-deformed S5 to an su(2)γ sector.
7 In the corresponding sl(2)γ truncation on
the deformed AdS5 subspace we will project onto coordinates (x
+, x−, v, v¯), where v and v¯
are defined in eqn. (3.12).
We aim to compute near-pp-wave energy spectra in a semiclassical expansion about point-
like (or BMN) string solutions. (Note that analogous corrections were found for a different
set of string solutions in an su(2)γ sector in [9].) Arranging the large-radius (equivalently,
large-J) expansion of the lightcone su(2)γ Hamiltonian according to




7Technically, the theory restricted to (y, y¯) coordinates describes a system that is slightly larger than the
closed su(2)γ sector. To fully truncate to su(2)γ we will perform an additional projection that is described
below.
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2 − y′2 + 4p¯2y)− 2ip−γ˜
[
−4p2yyy′ + p2−|y|2(yy¯′ − y¯y′)





2 + y¯2(4p¯2y + 2p
2
−y
2 − y′2) + 4|y|2|y′|2
−y2y¯′2 + 2ip−γ˜|y|2(yy¯′ − y′y¯) + p2−γ˜2|y|4
]}
. (5.5)
As expected, the pp-wave Hamiltonian is quadratic in worldsheet fluctuations, while the
interaction Hamiltonian Hint appearing at O(1/R
2) in the expansion contains terms that are
uniformly quartic in fields.























−i ω¯nτ + a†−ne
i ω¯nτ ) , (5.7)
and n denotes an integer mode index (−∞ < n < ∞). In the presence of a nonzero
deformation, we obtain the following shifted dispersion relations:
ω2n = p
2
− + (n− p−γ˜)2 , ω¯2n = p2− + (n+ p−γ˜)2 . (5.8)
Upon expanding the interaction Hamiltonian in raising and lowering operators, we complete
the projection onto the closed su(2)γ sector by keeping either the (an, a
†
−n) or (a¯n, a¯
†
−n)
oscillator pair and setting all remaining terms to zero. In essence, this achieves an SO(4)
symmetric-traceless projection, in precise analogy with the undeformed theory [36,37,44,46].
The Hamiltonian is then understood to block-diagonalize in the Fock subspace spanned by
8Note that, strictly speaking, one is instructed in this formalism to compute equations of motion directly
from the Hamiltonian rather than the Lagrangian. The difference between the two formalisms amounts to a
sign flip on the deformation parameter γ˜.
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N -impurity string states composed of N raising operators in the su(2)γ projection acting on




· · ·a†nN |J〉 .
Following the usual conventions, it is convenient to replace the S5 radius R with
√
p−J





1 + (nj − γ˜/
√
λ′)2λ′ + δE({nj}, J) +O(1/J2) . (5.9)
The leading-order term in this expansion represents the familiar BMN energy formula with
an additional γ˜-dependent shift in the mode index. The N worldsheet excitations can be
labeled by N integer mode numbers nj such that the full set {nj} is populated byM uniform
subsets consisting of Nj equal mode numbers nj (j ∈ 1, . . . ,M):9
{nj} =
{
{n1, n1, . . . , n1︸ ︷︷ ︸
N1
}, {n2, n2, . . . , n2︸ ︷︷ ︸
N2





The perturbative energy shift in the near-pp-wave limit is then given by



















−λ′(njnk + n2k + n2j (1 + n2kλ′))
+γ˜((nj + nk)
√










At this point it is useful to recall (see eqn. (3.16)) that the fixed parameter γ˜ appearing
in the geometry is related to the corresponding deformation parameter in the β-deformed
gauge theory by β = γ = γ˜/
√




9Loosely speaking, one can think of each subset of Nj equal mode numbers as corresponding to a bound
state on the string worldsheet. These states in turn fill out the support contours Ci in the complex plane of
the spectral parameter x.
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is also held fixed in the large-J expansion about the pp-wave limit. Since λ′ is fixed and
finite in this limit, βJ must also be held fixed. The above formula for the energy shift
at O(1/J) thus has a very simple interpretation: if we take the undeformed near-pp-wave
energy correction [44]





























the mode numbers by the fixed amount nj → nj − βJ , we obtain eqn. (5.11) exactly. Based
on observations made in [9,15], this is precisely the outcome one should expect: the deformed
theory is mapped from the original theory on S5 by imposing twisted boundary conditions,
analogous to those in eqn. (3.17), on the relevant undeformed fields. In the su(2)γ sector,
these boundary conditions only act to shift the mode numbers of the worldsheet excitations.
We shall see a more dramatic modification in the sl(2)γ sector.
5.2 sl(2)γ sector
The near-pp-wave limit taken in the sl(2)γ sector yields the following string lightcone Hamil-
tonian, expanded to O(1/J) near the pp-wave limit and projected onto the complex coordi-
















16p2−|pv|2|v|2 + (4p¯2v − v′2)v¯′2 + 4ip3−|v|2(vv¯′ − v′v¯)γ˜(1 + γ˜2)
+p4−|v|4(−1 + 6γ˜2 + 3γ˜4) + 4p2v(−4p¯2v + v′2 + p2−v2(1 + γ˜2))
+p2−
[
4|v|2|v′|2γ˜2 + 4p¯2vv¯2(1 + γ˜2)− v′2v¯2(1 + γ˜2)− v2v¯′2(1 + γ˜2)
]}
. (5.14)
Expanding in raising and lowering operators, we again project onto sl(2)γ sectors by set-
ting either the (an, a
†
−n) or (a¯n, a¯
†
−n) oscillator pair to zero. The perturbing Hamiltonian
Hint(AdS
γ˜
5 ) is then easily diagonalized in a corresponding basis of Fock states to yield the
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following energy shift at O(1/J) in the near-pp-wave limit:

























′ − 2) + λ′(nknjλ′ − γ˜2)ωnjωnk
}}
. (5.15)
In this sector the O(1/J) energy spectrum is not related to the corresponding undeformed
spectrum by a simple shift in the mode numbers. A closer inspection of eqn. (5.15) reveals,
however, that the deformed energy shift can be understood to arise from the combined
effect of an overall shift in worldsheet mode numbers and an additional shift linear in the
deformation parameter γ. Schematically, one finds that
δEsl(2)γ ({nj}) = δEsl(2)({nj + γJ}) + γ δE2({nj + γJ}) , (5.16)
where δE2 is similar, but not identical, to the undeformed near-pp-wave energy shift δEsl(2)
from [44]. In the next section we will study how these interesting modifications can be
embedded in a discrete extension of the thermodynamic sl(2)γ Bethe ansatz computed in
eqns. (4.33,4.34).
6 Twisted quantum Bethe equations
As described above, the integral equations for the spectral density of the Lax operator in
eqns. (4.33) and (4.34) can be interpreted as Bethe equations for the string theory in a
classical, thermodynamic limit. This picture has led to a series of conjectures for how to
discretize this limit of the “stringy” Bethe equations based on similarities with correspond-
ing limits of the dual gauge theory [47–49]. One remarkable outcome is that the resulting
discrete Bethe equations exactly reproduce near-pp-wave string energy spectra in various
closed sectors of the theory. It is not entirely clear whether these techniques are specific
to the duality connecting N = 4 SYM theory with string theory on AdS5 × S5. To pose
the question more precisely, we ask if the discretization conjectures based on established
gauge theory considerations can be applied with similar success in other contexts. Since the
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gauge theory side of the duality seems to be drastically modified under deformations corre-
sponding (holographically) to TsT transformations on the AdS5 subspace, the γ-deformed
sl(2)γ sectors described here present an excellent opportunity to address such issues. In this
section we will therefore apply familiar discretization techniques to the γ-deformed string
theory on AdS5 to derive a twisted quantum string Bethe ansatz for the spectral problem in
these sectors. While we will briefly review the essential methodology, the reader is referred
to [47–49] for further details.
The central conjecture is that the string theory spectrum is described by the diffraction-
less scattering of elementary excitations on the worldsheet [48]. In other words, the energy
spectrum should be encoded in a fundamental equation in the excitation momenta pk (and
corresponding mode numbers nk) of the form
pkJ = 2πnk +
∑
j 6=k
θ(pk, pj) , (6.1)
where the scattering phase θ(pk, pj) is defined in terms of a factorized S-matrix:
10
θ(pk, pj) = −i log S(pk, pj) . (6.2)
This two-body scattering matrix has been the locus of a great deal of deserved attention:
the symmetry algebra of the theory constrains the form of the S matrix up to an overall
phase [50], and it is suspected that this phase is further constrained by unitarity and crossing
symmetry [51] (or certain worldsheet versions thereof). (For additional interesting develop-
ments, see [52, 53].) One certainly hopes that further insight into this problem will reveal a
precise procedure by which the structure of the string theory S matrix might be uniquely
determined. The second ingredient, which is key in the present scenario, is that the hidden






Starting from the classical Bethe equations provided by the Lax representation of the
string sigma model, discretized equations may be formulated by relying on cues provided by
the gauge theory [47,48]. One crucial test of this procedure is whether predictions obtained
10For present purposes we only display the bosonic version of this equation.
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from the conjectured quantum Bethe equations match data coming directly from string
theory computations. For example, the near-pp-wave energy shifts in the undeformed sl(2)
sector should be encoded in the (discretized) scattering phase θ(pk, pj) [48]
11









θ (2πnk/J, 2πnj/J) . (6.4)
Amazingly, this general approach yields the correct energy spectrum in the undeformed
theory at O(1/J) for the closed su(2), su(1|1) and sl(2) sectors, and for a variety of different
string solutions (for details and further interesting developments, see [47–49,54–59]).
As noted above, classical string Bethe equations were derived in the TsT-deformed su(2)γ
sector in [9, 15]. As expected, these equations differed from those in the undeformed su(2)
sector by a simple global shift in the mode numbers nj , nk. The quantum extension of the
su(2)γ Bethe equations is therefore rather simple, and the result manifestly agrees with the
corresponding su(2)γ energy spectrum at O(1/J), computed in eqn. (5.11) above. (Recall
that this energy shift may indeed be obtained from the undeformed spectrum by an overall
shift in mode numbers.) An analogous treatment of the thermodynamic Bethe equations in
the sl(2)γ sector requires a more careful analysis.
As demonstrated in [20, 48, 60], the detailed form of the thermodynamic string Bethe
equations prevents one from adopting the naive interpretation of the function σ(x), intro-
duced in the spectral representation of the resolvent in eqn. (4.30), as a density of string
energy eigenstates supported on the contours Ci. This problem can be summarized by noting
that the first condition in eqn. (4.31)∫
C
dx σ(x) ∼ ∆+ S − J (6.5)
implies that the normalization of the spectral density is coupling-dependent, due to the
presence of ∆ on the right-hand side [20].
In [20,60], it was shown that a legitimate excitation density ρ (with coupling-independent
normalization) can be defined by introducing a nonlinear redefinition of the spectral param-
eter:
ϕ ≡ x+ T
x
, (6.6)
11This particular equation holds for the sl(2) sector only.
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where T ≡ λ′/16π2, such that
ρ(ϕ) = σ(x) . (6.7)
The quasi-momentum then depends on the spectral parameter ϕ according to
p(ϕ) = 1/
√
ϕ2 − 4T . (6.8)
Starting from the continuum Bethe equation in the deformed sl(2)γ sector of the string











ϕ′2 − 4T√ϕ2 − 4T
(
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To keep this equation compact, x and x′ are understood via eqn. (6.6) to be functions of ϕ
and ϕ′, respectively.
Following [20,60], we should be able to recast the integral term on the right-hand side of














The γ-independent terms are known to arise from an infinite sum over these qr(ϕ) [47]. We
find that the remaining terms coming from the deformation can be written simply as a linear
















Now, following [47,48], we interpret this continuum equation as the thermodynamic limit of
a discrete, or “quantum” Bethe ansatz. (To be sure, the thermodynamic limit is taken to
render a distribution of Bethe roots that is macroscopic and smooth in ϕ: J and S become
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infinite, with the filling fraction S/J held fixed.) One is then instructed to rely on the
conjectured all-loop Bethe equations in the dual gauge theory to properly discretize this


















(qr(pk)qr+1(pj)− qr+1(pk)qr(pj)) , (6.13)
and, as usual, g2 ≡ λ/8π2. Remarkably, this equation precisely reproduces the O(1/J) near-
pp-wave energy shift computed above in eqn. (5.15). Furthermore, it is easy to verify that
the λ1/4 strong-coupling behavior of the spectrum is not spoiled by the deformation.
The dispersionless scattering of excitations in the worldsheet theory is therefore conjec-
tured to be encoded in the following two-body scattering phase:
θ(pk, pj, γ) ≈ − 2
ϕ(pk)− ϕ(pj) − 2
∞∑
r=1
θr(pk, pj)− 2πγg2 (q2(pk)− q2(pj)) . (6.14)
The γ-dependent deformation term in θ(pk, pj, γ) is determined by q2(p), which is the energy
of a single excitation of momentum q1(p) = p.
12 To make contact with the thermodynamic
limit, one invokes the following rescaling:
pk → pk/J , qr(pk)→ J−rqr(pk) . (6.15)
It is then straightforward to see that eqn. (6.11) is properly embedded in the discrete Bethe
ansatz in eqn. (6.12).
The nontrivial accomplishment of the discretization is to capture the intricate depen-
dence of the energy spectrum on the worldsheet momenta pk, which is seen, for example, in
eqn. (5.15). This information is washed out in the thermodynamic limit. Furthermore, we
point out that one does not need to “discretize” the relativistic formulas for the rapidities
ϕ(pk) or dispersion relations qr(pk) from eqns. (6.8) and (6.10) to obtain the correct energy
12Roughly speaking, this might be understood as arising from the fact that the TsT deformation considered
here involves a shift in the timelike direction ϕ1 [61].
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spectrum in the near-pp-wave limit.13 It has been suggested [47,48], however, that the proper
“lattice” relations are indeed obtained by replacing the quantities ϕ(pk) and qr(pk) with the






















Rather remarkably, Hofman and Maldacena have recently made contact with these expres-
sions from the string side of the correspondence [52]. (It should be noted that [62] was an
important precursor to this work; see also [53] for related developments).
Finally, we note that, with respect to strictly reproducing the energy shift in eqn. (5.15),
the two-body scattering phase in eqn. (6.14) is not unique. Relying on near-pp-wave spectral
information alone, it is straightforward to formulate an ad hoc scattering phase that succeeds
in reproducing eqn. (5.15):








θr(pk, pj) . (6.17)
This expression, however, is not connected in any transparent way to the thermodynamic
Bethe ansatz in eqns. (4.33,4.34) above.
7 Comparison with the gauge theory
The construction of the Lunin-Maldacena solution has lead to a substantial amount of re-
search on the dual β-deformed gauge theory (recent work includes [63–69]). The relationship
of these theories to the spin-chain description was studied in [25, 26], and Bethe equations
for the full twisted N = 4 SYM theory were constructed in [30]. For the deformed “su(2)β”







uk − uj + i
uk − uj − i , (7.1)





uk − i/2 . (7.2)
13We thank Juan Maldacena for clarification on this point.
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The corresponding equations to all loop-order in λ are given by applying the same twist to
the Bethe ansatz formulated by Beisert, Dippel and Staudacher (BDS) [60] (these equations
are still understood to be conjectural beyond three-loop order). It is then straightforward
to compare O(1/J) corrections to the string energy spectrum with corresponding predic-
tions from the gauge theory spin chain. For the su(2)β sector we find (as is now expected)
agreement up to three-loop order in λ′ and disagreement at higher loops. As noted above, a
Bethe ansatz for the twisted sl(2)β sector was also proposed in [30] by again taking a simple
twist, analogous to the su(2)β sector. This is indeed what we find from the string theory
at one-loop order in the sl(2)γ sector, but starting at two loops we find a more complicated
dependence on the deformation parameter.
It was recently suggested [33] that the undeformed su(2) sector of the gauge theory
might be described non-perturbatively by the Hubbard model. (More precisely, the BDS
Bethe equations arise in the weak-coupling limit of the Hubbard model, so the correctness of
this approach is tied to that of the BDS equations.) Here we briefly describe how to modify
this model to provide an analogous description in the β-deformed gauge theory.14 Starting
























Now, exactly as in [33], one may calculate the effective action in this twisted model to first







and considers a subspace of the complete Fock space spanned by the states c†1σ1c
†
2σ2
. . . c†LσL |0〉.
It is then straightforward to show that the effective one-loop Hamiltonian in this particular










































− c†n,↓cn,↓ , (7.8)
which only hold true when acting on singly-occupied states. One may then compare this






























This form is slightly more general than we require for comparison with the γ-deformed string
theory, for which we can set |h| = 1 and κd = 0. By matching coefficients
f(m, ↑) = |h|eipi(β+κd) , f˜(m, ↓) = |h|eipi(β−κd) ,
f(m, ↓) = |h|e−ipi(β+κd) , f˜(m, ↑) = |h|e−ipi(β−κd) , (7.10)
we precisely reproduce the β-deformed su(2)β spin chain Hamiltonian in eqn. (7.9).
We note that the β-deformed Hamiltonian with |h| = 1 can be reached from the unde-
formed model with twisted boundary conditions under
cm,↑ → cm,↑eipiβmepiκd/2 ,
cm,↓ → cm,↓e−ipiβme−piκd/2 . (7.11)















(c†m,↑cm,↑ − c†m,↓cm,↓)(βm− iκd/2)
)
. (7.13)
In the case with |h| = 1, κd = 0, this transformation is unitary and the deformed Hubbard
model merely corresponds to imposing twisted boundary conditions on the corresponding
spin chain, with different conditions for the spin-up and spin-down fermions.
The Bethe equations solving this deformed Hubbard model arise as simple twists of the
undeformed Lieb-Wu [72–74] equations. Twisted Lieb-Wu equations of this sort were studied






2g sin(q˜n + φ↑)− i/2
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2g sin(q˜n + φ↑) + i/2





2g sin(q˜n + φ↑ + i/2
uk −
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uk − uj + i
uk − uj − i . (7.14)
The energy eigenvalues are computed by solving the Bethe equations for the momenta q˜n







cos(q˜n + φ↑) . (7.15)
As in [33], we have chosen Hubbard couplings that make the connection to the gauge theory
obvious. For our twisted Hubbard model we set φ↑ = πβ and φ↓ = −πβ, and it is straight-
forward to see that at half-filling (i.e., when the number of fermions N equals the lattice
length L) and in the weak coupling limit (g → 0), the second equation in (7.14) reduces to
the one-loop twisted Bethe equations for the gauge theory in the su(2)β sector.
To see that the energy spectrum behaves as expected under this twist, it is useful to






n,◦ = cn,↑ ,
























where φl = φ− πβ, φ◦ = π − (φ + πβ). The parameter φ is analogous to Aharonov-Bohm
flux [33]: it is chosen to be φ = 0 for L = odd and φ = π/2L for L = even. The Bethe
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2g sin(q˜n − φ) + i/2
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uk − uj + i
uk − uj − i , (7.19)









cos(q˜n − φ) . (7.20)
It is straightforward to study the effect of the β deformation on this Hubbard model:
one route is to solve the one-magnon problem, as in [33], with a system composed of M = 1
down spins and L− 1 up spins. Following [33], we adopt the ansatz
q˜1 − φ = π
2
+ q + iδ , q˜2 − φ = π
2
+ q − iδ , (7.21)
where δ parameterizes the binding of the quasi-momenta q˜n. We may then use the set of
one-magnon Bethe equations
eiL(q˜1+piβ) =
u−√2g sin(q˜1 − φ)− i/2
u−√2g sin(q˜1 − φ) + i/2
, eiL(q˜2+piβ) =
u−√2g sin(q˜2 − φ)− i/2




u−√2g sin(q˜1 − φ) + i/2
u−√2g sin(q˜1 − φ)− i/2
u−√2g sin(q˜2 − φ) + i/2
u−√2g sin(q˜2 − φ)− i/2






(n− βL) , n = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 . (7.24)
The magnon momentum is defined to be p ≡ 2q, so we see that the twist indeed amounts
to a shift in the mode number n by βL. We can now show that the energy E, written as a
dispersion law in p, yields the form we expect in the presence of the twist (this turns out to
be a nontrivial issue). Rewriting the equations in eqn. (7.22) as
√








one finds that, expressed in terms of mode numbers, all instances of β drop out of this













In the limit L → ∞, terms of the form e−δL are dropped, and, following [33], we find that
the energy formula for the one-magnon system is


















The full M-magnon problem can be solved in a completely analogous fashion, in which
case the quasi-momenta q˜n are split into two sets:











− iδn , (7.28)
where sn = sign(pn), and n = 1, . . . ,M . Once again, we take L→∞ and obtain
eiq˜nL ∼ e−δnL → 0 ,
eiq˜n+ML ∼ eδn+ML →∞ . (7.29)
Thus, for L large, there exists a u denoted by un for each n ∈ 1, . . . ,M , such that
un − i/2 =
√
2g sin(q˜n − φ) , un + i/2 =
√
2g sin(q˜n+M − φ) , (7.30)
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exactly as in [33]. We can use these equations to to determine δn and un in terms of pn, and



















To determine q˜n in terms of un, we multiply the n
th and (n+M)th equation in (7.19) and it




un − uj + i
un − uj − i . (7.33)
We are therefore lead to conclude that the twisted BDS Bethe equations are properly encoded
in this β-deformed Hubbard model, which, given that the deformation is merely a twisted
boundary condition, is to be expected.
8 Conclusions
TsT transformations yield a simple deformation of the usual correspondence between string
theory in AdS5 × S5 and N = 4 SYM theory. Many of the recent developments stemming
from the discovery of integrable structures in this correspondence are thus easily tested
in this interesting new setting. In recent years, for example, a heuristic methodology has
emerged for formulating quantum string Bethe equations from Lax representations of string
sigma models. Thermodynamic Bethe equations emerge directly from the sigma model
by formulating the Bethe ansatz as a Riemann-Hilbert problem. However, one must rely on
detailed studies of the dual gauge theory for instruction on how to discretize these equations.
In this paper we have studied whether the discretization procedure handed down from the
gauge theory can be applied in the case of TsT-deformed string theory. We have shown that
these rules can indeed be adopted under relatively dramatic deformations of the original
problem, and we have been able to successfully reproduce O(1/J) corrections to the plane-
wave energy spectrum in deformed sl(2)γ and su(2)γ subsectors.
We have also made contact in the su(2)γ sector with a recent formulation of the all-loop
gauge theory problem written as a low-energy effective theory embedded in the Hubbard
model. One open problem is that it is difficult to make any such contact with the gauge
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theory side of the correspondence in the sl(2)γ sector. General considerations lead us to
believe that the field theory dual to this deformed string theory is a non-commutative gauge
theory. It would be very interesting to study whether a non-commutative deformation of
N = 4 SYM theory encodes some portion of the sl(2)γ string spectrum computed here.
Furthermore, one can extend the analysis of the near-pp-wave theory to larger subsec-
tors of excitations. At one-loop order in λ′ one might expect the full set of so(6) bosons
to comprise a closed subsector, sensitive to all three deformation parameters of the non-
supersymmetric γ-deformed background. Even at one-loop order, however, string theory
predictions disagree with corresponding anomalous dimensions in the gauge theory. It is
possible that in the non-supersymmetric deformation the so(6) bosons do not form a closed
subsector but mix with the fermions. Another possibility is that the background itself
needs to be corrected, perhaps along the lines of [76]. It is also interesting that the non-
supersymmetric deformation is unstable due to the flow of double trace couplings [77], similar
to the case found for orbifolds of N = 4 SYM [78, 79]. For the deformed theory, however,
the endpoint of the flow is unclear.
At this point there exist a number of quantum string Bethe equations harboring a great
deal of predictive information that remains untested. In this regard it would obviously be
valuable to obtain spectral information directly from the string theory at higher orders in
the 1/J expansion. Attempts to study this difficult problem seem to be hindered by the lack
of a suitable renormalization scheme for the Green-Schwarz formulation of the worldsheet
lightcone field theory. Perhaps a covariant approach is needed to glean reliable information
beyond the near-pp-wave limit. Alternatively, it would be extremely valuable to uniquely
derive the complete S matrix of the worldsheet theory based on the underlying symmetries
in the problem.
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